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Hi everyone! Today and tomorrow I'll be talking about elections. When thinking about the Unreformed 
Regency electoral system compared to modern systems, it's important to remember that 

national elections did not happen all that often. Parliaments were elected for a seven-year term, but 
elections could happen sooner if the government fell or resigned (here “government” is used in the British 
sense of the current administration).

Voters in national elections were a small minority of the population.

Many many districts were never contested and a voter might never cast an actual vote in his or her entire life.

I have mentioned what a great resource Wikipedia is before. Something amazing I discovered while 
researching Sweet Disorder is that Wikipedia has a page for every general election in UK history. Here is the 
1812 page (since that's when my book was set): 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Kingdom_general_election,_1812

As you can see, there is a box in the upper right corner where you can navigate between general elections and 
see what years they were held. Most of the pages list when the election was announced, the dates during 
which polls were open across the country, and at least some background about the political situation during 
the election. In some cases there is also information about how many seats were won and lost by each party.

If you want to use a local election in your book, but there wasn't a general election in the right year—you can 
always create a "by-election"! A by-election is when a seat in Parliament needs to be filled because its 
occupant dies or resigns the seat.

Another wonderful Wikipedia resource is the UK parliamentary constituency pages. If you are looking up a 
borough or county in Wikipedia to learn about its Parliamentary history, be sure to include "constituency" in your  
search. Searching Wikipedia for Seaford turns up only the town's page (you can see the disambiguation page 
here: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seaford), but searching for Seaford constituency turns up this as well:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seaford_%28UK_Parliament_constituency%29

The page gives the history of this rotten borough until it was eliminated by the Reform Act AND lists every 
MP (Member of Parliament) who represented it. Neat!

In most districts, MPs were simply chosen by whatever person, family, or group traditionally chose the 
candidates for that district. Sometimes more than one person, family or group took turns choosing the MPs 
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for a particular county or borough (because they were co-heirs or because they were opponents with 
approximately equal influence in the district). 

Sometimes there were a variety of candidates running but voters were canvassed only until it was obvious 
who was going to win.

Only in very close elections was it worth the time and expense to actually poll voters, especially in large districts.

A note: Peers could not vote. In fact, they were legally barred from openly participating in polls and contested 
elections—one reason the contributions of aristocratic women became so important.

Their sons could vote if they qualified, however, just as they could run for office.

Every Unreformed voter possesses two votes—meaning NOT that they can vote for one candidate twice, but 
that they can vote for up to two candidates. The two candidates to receive the most votes out of everyone 
running get the seats.

Voters are not obligated to use both votes. Being a "straight" voter means casting both votes for candidates 
from a single political party, "splitting" one's vote means casting one vote for one party and one vote for 
another, and "plumping" means only casting one vote. 

Say you are a Tory voter. One Tory and two Whigs are running for seats in your district. Splitting your vote 
between the Tory and your favorite of the two Whigs makes it more likely that BOTH seats will go to Whigs. 
So the Tory patrons of the district will encourage you to plump for their candidate. However, voters were 
often reluctant to plump for a candidate and “waste” their second vote. Even voters who were very loyal to a 
political patron might split their vote if their party was running only one candidate. 

(There is a perception that, for example, tenants always voted as their landlord wanted them to. This is not 
entirely true. Patronage was a fluid and sometimes volatile relationship, plus it was actually kind of hard to 
evict someone. Few patrons would risk creating ill feeling and bad publicity by punishing a tenant for 
splitting his vote.)

Part of the voting process involves swearing on an Anglican Bible, so Catholics, Jews, and other non-
Protestants could not vote. In theory, neither could Dissenters (non-Anglican Protestants). But there was an 
annual Indemnity Bill that was renewed by Parliament yearly exempting Dissenters from 
disenfranchisement (see this 1820 pamphlet on Catholic emancipation: https://books.google.com/books?
id=KvtbAAAAQAAJ&lpg=PA6&ots=TJ6UZb3WYR&dq=indemnity%20act%20dissenters
%20vote&pg=PA6#v=onepage&q=indemnity%20act%20dissenters%20vote&f=false).

There were two types of district: boroughs and counties.

(This is an 1817 political map of England that I love and have bought a reproduction of: 
https://www.etsy.com/listing/101908916/antique-map-of-england-and-wales-c1817

Here is a larger version of the image: https://img0.etsystatic.com/009/2/6794236/il_fullxfull.429045680_5y4f.jpg

As you can see, it shows the counties, but what you probably can't see is that it also denotes boroughs with a special 
symbol. I have actually found this more reliable and complete than some online lists of pre-Reform districts.)
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Each county elected two MPs. Counties voted based on the 40 shilling freehold standard, meaning anyone 
who owned property valued for the land tax at two pounds a year or who had equivalent income was a voter. 
(Note: the current British county administrative system is not divided up exactly the same as the unreformed 
system.)

A borough is a municipality with a particular type of royal charter entitling it to two seats in the Commons. 
The original idea in 1430 when this system was set up was that these represented England's urban centers. Of 
course, by the Regency, population had shifted considerably. Some boroughs had almost no inhabitants left 
while major new towns (like the Northern industrial centers) were unrepresented.

There are six types of borough in terms of who was entitled to vote.

Scot-and-lot: anyone paying “scot-and-lot,” a form of municipal taxation (there was an income/property 
threshold so essentially a property qualification). 

Householder: heads of household not receiving poor relief or alms. 

Freeholder: same standard as the counties. 

Corporation: the local government of a borough was called its corporation (somewhat like a city council, but 
corporations were not always elected). In corporation boroughs, the men serving on the corporation voted. 

In freeman boroughs, all freeman of the borough could vote. Freeman was a particular type of citizenship 
status that was defined by each borough (originally it meant the freeman was not a vassal to any feudal 
lord). Being a freeman was not just about voting; for example, in some boroughs, only freemen could rent a 
stall in the local market. Being a freeman can also be called “having the freedom of the city” or just "having 
the freedom”.

Ways to become a freeman included purchasing the status (usually very expensive from a middle-class or 
working-class person's perspective, and not always possible during election time, especially if there had been 
some kind of scandal in a past election surrounding attempts to stuff the ballot box with newly created 
freedoms), apprenticing to a freeman and/or membership in certain recognized trade guilds, being the son 
of a freeman, and in some boroughs, marrying the daughter or widow of a freeman. This will be important 
later! 

The last type of borough is one I would love to see show up in books! It's a burgage borough, meaning that 
votes are attached to certain traditional pieces of property known as "burgages" (this comes from the same 
root as "borough" and "burgess"), and the owners of those properties can vote on them. Burgages are weird! 
Basically the requirement for a piece of property holding a vote is that that piece of property has held a vote 
since time immemorial. ("Time immemorial" is actually a defined term in English common law. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_immemorial.)
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